## LIST OF BOOKS

1. HUMAN SETTLEMENTS ORGANIZATIONS
2. IEA- ENERGY CONSERVATION IN BUILDING AND COMMUNITY SYTEM DOCUMENT
3. INTERNATIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
4. QUALITY ASSUARENCE IN CONSTRUCTION
5. 150 CONTRACTUAL PROBLEMS AND THEIR SOLUTIONS
6. A COMPENDIUM OF INFORMATION ON SELECTED LOW-COST BUILDING MATERIALS
7. A GUIDE TO PRACTICAL SCAFFOLDING
8. A HAND BOOK OF TEST CONSTRUCTION
9. A PRACTICE MANUAL ON THE USE OF SFB
10. A SOLUTION TO RURAL HOUSING PROBLEM
11. A SYSTEMATIC AND COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH
12. A WORLD CONSULTANCY
13. A.C.E. CONDITIONS OF ENGAGEMENT
14. ABOUT TIME DELAY ANALYSIS IN CONSTRUCTION
15. ACCOUNTING AND BOOK-KEEPING
16. ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
17. ACHIEVEMENT OF HIGH FATIGUE
18. ACTIVATED LIME POZZOLONA MIXTURE
19. ADOBE SCHOOL FURNITER HAND BOOK
20. ADVANCED STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
21. AFRICAN TECHNICAL REVIEW
22. ALTERNATIVE BUILDING MATERIALS
23. AMICABLE SETTLEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION DISPUTES
24. AN AID TO SOLVING PROBLEMS IN STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
25. AN INTRODUCTORY GUIDE TO THE USE OF SFB
26. APPROPRIATE BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
27. ARCHITECTURAL INSITU CONCRETE
28. ARCHITECTURE AND COMPORTEMENT ARCHITECTURE AND BEHAVIOR
29. ASPHALTIC CONCRETE
30. ASSOCIATION OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS SINGAPORE
31. AUDIT AND REDUCTION MANUAL FOR INDUSTRIAL EMISSIONS AND WASTES
32. BAMBOO CULMS
33. BAMBOO IN CONSTRUCTION
34. BATIMENT INTERNATIONAL BUILDING RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
35. BATTER BURNT BRICKS
36. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
37. BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SMALL SCALE BUILDING MATERIALS
38. BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SOIL CONSTRUCTION
39. BIG RING
40. BLUE PRINTS IN BLACK AND WHITE
41. BRIDGE INSPECTION AND REHABILITATION
42. BUILDERS DEPOT
43. BUILDING A VILLAGE IN NICARAGUA
44. BUILDING CLASSIFICATION PRACTICES
45. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION HAND BOOK
46. BUILDING CONTRACT CASE BOOK
47. BUILDING ECONOMICS
48. BUILDING FOR SAFETY COMPENDIUM
49. BUILDING ISSUES
50. BUILDING LOCAL GOVERNMENT CAPACITY FOR RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS
51. BUILDING MATERIALS AND HEALTH
52. BUILDING RELATED INCOME GENERATION FOR WOMEN
53. BUILDING SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
54. BUILDING SERVICES THE CIBSE
55. BUILDING UP
56. BUYING BOOKS FOR LIBRARIES
57. CAPACITY BUILDING IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
58. CASE STUDIES ON MEASURES FOR ENERGY EFFICIENT SHELTER AND INFRASTRUCTURE
59. CEMENT STABILISED
60. CENTRAL SOLAR HEATING PLANTS WITH SEASONAL
61. CENTRAL SOLAR HEATING PLANTS WITH SEASONAL STORAGE